
  

 

 

 

1.  A Program participant admits to allowing extra, un-worked hours to be recorded on an 

employee’s timesheet as payment for gas used to bring the employer to appointments or 

shopping because their program has no provision for gas reimbursement. 

2.  A Program participant employs relatives ( usually a son or daughter still living at home) of an 

existing employee so that the existing employee can work over the individual hours limit and 

put the additional time on their relative’s timesheet.  

3. To get extra money, an employee who works for several Program participants completes 

their timesheets with more hours than actually worked and different hours than actually 

worked so that there is no overlap that could be detected by payroll computers. 

4. A Program participant allows a prospective employee to use her mother’s identification to 

initiate employment so that the employee does not accrue wages under her own Social Security 

number. 

5. An adolescent, newly arrived in the USA, is given a Social Security card by a “lawyer” who has 

been paid to get the family members all the proper documents they need to reside and work in 

the USA. When the adolescent becomes old enough to work, he is told that the Social Security 

number he thinks belongs to him really does not belong to him. 

6. A hospitalized program participant creates and authorizes timesheets for an employee who is 

incarcerated. The employer collects and cashes the checks.  

7.  Program Participant hires an employee at the maximum dollars per hour.  Hours worked are 

submitted on a timesheet, a check is generated and cashed by the employer, who gives the 

employee a lower hourly rate and keeps the difference for themselves. 

8.  A Program participant or someone helping the participant find and hire employees requires 

a fee, either one time or ongoing, for hiring/keeping the employee.  

9. An existing employee arranges for a substitute person who is not an employee to perform 

her work hours. When this is discovered by the participant’s Conservator, the employee is fired 

and a job offer made to the substitute. The substitute refuses the job offer because it will 

interfere with her Unemployment Compensation check. 

10. A Program participant’s Power of Attorney makes existing employees add extra hours to 

their timesheets and give the extra money to a worker who cannot be officially hired because 

of unacceptable criminal background results. 

   Just when you think you have seen it all,   

you encounter these real life examples of 

fraudulent activity.     

Karen Hansen  -  Allied Community Resources 

 

 

 

 

 


